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ABSTRACT 
Student answer script contains different type of answers to be evaluated. The answers may be of objective type answers, mathematical 
answers, diagrammatic answers, classification type answers, etc. There are approaches for automated evaluation of objective, 
mathematical, diagrammatic answers but no attempts were made to automate the evaluation of classification type answers. We propose a 
decision tree based approach to automate the evaluation of the classification type answers from various domains. We propose a model 
named waterfall model to evaluate the classification type answers. We illustrate the decision tree based waterfall model with the 
classification of normal forms in data base domain. The classification accuracy of waterfall is proved to be 100%. Our experimental results 
prove that our approach works for all the classification type question answers for all domains which belong to waterfall model.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 Data mining automates the task of searching patterns in large data. Data mining can be used in educational 
field to know and evaluate the learning process of students. Among many tasks in data mining, classification is 
an important task, which classifies the similar objects into one class and dissimilar objects in other classes. The 
decision making ability of the human is encountered in classification related problems where an object has to be 
classified and assigned to a class based on various attributes or rules [10].  
 Many methods of classification exists which includes decision tree induction, Bayesian networks, k-nearest 
classifier, case-based reasoning, genetic algorithm, fuzzy logic, etc. Among these types of classification 
methods, our approach makes use of decision tree based classification method to evaluate the classification type 
question answers in data base and automata theory domain. The classification type question answers considered 
in this paper is types of normal forms in database domain and type of grammars in automata theory domain. 
This decision tree based approach can be extended to other type of classification question answers in other 
domains.  
 Decision tree is a supervised learning method which consists of set of rules which will classify the data or 
objects based on the rules given in decision tree. Our decision tree based approach also employs rules for 
different classification type question answers to classify them into their corresponding class. For example, 
consider the type of normal form classification, each type of normal form consists of rules which are framed in 
the decision tree. These rules in-turn is used to classify the type of normal form the student has written. 
According to the type of classification answer, the decision tree has to be modified with the rules to classify the 
corresponding classification answer. 
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 The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the related work. Section 3 describes the 
proposed approach used in this paper. Section 4 shows the experimental results and discussion of the proposed 
approach and Section 5 gives the conclusion. 
 
Related Work: 
 Proposes multidimensional normal forms by defining constraints on modeling within a multidimensional 
data cubes. We propose an approach to automate the classification of the normal forms.  
  [9] introduces an algorithm for extracting or leaning the classification rules from relational databases. This 
algorithm is an attribute oriented induction algorithm which incorporates ‘learning from examples’ concept from 
artificial intelligence domain which integrates database operation along with learning concept to learn from 
relational databases. We propose an approach to build the decision tree from the training data by analyzing 
their properties and extracting the rules. 
 [6] identifies the relations between the two classification models i.e., exemplar similarity model (where 
traces of categories are compared with the traces stored in databases) and the likelihood model (where 
classification is based on likelihood estimates). The proposed approach compares the rules stored in the 
decision tree with the student answer. 
 [5] proposes a decision tree approach to extract and classify videos based on events. An automated 
approach is proposed which classifies the types of normal forms using decision tree approach. 
 [4] proposes a decision tree based approach to classify the types of wetlands from thematic mapper 
imaginery. The decision was built by integrating the remote sensed data. We propose a decision tree based 
approach to classify the normal forms.    
 [7] proposes an decision tree based approach for diagnosing faults in roll bearing. The best features are 
extracted from training samples for classification. These features are identified by the decision tree and the 
faults are classified by the proximal support vector machine. We propose a decision tree based approach to 
classify the normal forms by extracting the properties and framing rules to classify. 
 [2] proposes case-based reasoning and fuzzy decision tree to classify medical data, i.e., breast cancer and 
liver disorder classification. Case-based reasoning is applied to cluster the training data. A hybrid model is 
developed which comprises of decision tree and genetic algorithm to classify breast cancer and liver disorder. 
We propose a decision tree based approach to classify the normal forms by extracting the properties and 
framing rules to classify. 
 [8] proposes an approach which creates an decision tree based expert system and transforms the rules 
extracted from the decision tree to form an fuzzy model which classifies the isochaemic and arrhythmic heart 
beat. Our approach also uses waterfall and discrete model to classify the classification type answers. 
 Geurts, P., Fillet, M., De Seny, D., Meuwis, M. A., Malaise, M., Merville, M. P., & Wehenkel, L. [3] 
proposes an decision tree based ensemble methods to classify proteomic mass spectrum classification i.e., 
saliva, serum and urine classification. This classification is done to diagnose disease evolution. Our approach 
classifies the answers based on waterfall and discrete model. 
 Ali, M. M., Qaseem, M. S., Rajamani, L., & Govardhan, A. [1] proposes an approach to extract rules using 
information entropy for classification from the constructed decision tree. We propose an approach for extracting 
rules from the decision tree based on the properties. 
 
Proposed Approach: 
 In educational domain, many types of classification type problems are encountered. For example, in 
mathematical domain, different types of classification problem exists such as functions/relations types in set 
theory, semi-groups in group theory, normal forms in mathematical logic, types of grammars in automata 
theory, etc. Similarly in computer science domain, there exist classification problems like types of normal forms 
in database domain, attribute type in ER diagrams, etc. A decision tree based approach is proposed to automate 
the evaluation of the classification type question/answers from various domains.   
 For the purpose of automation of assessment of classification type answers, a classification models namely 
waterfall model is proposed. In waterfall model, one type of classification is a subset of another type for eg., 
2NF is a subset of 1NF. Examples of proposed waterfall model are types of normal forms in database domain, 
types of grammars in automata theory domain, etc. We propose decision tree based assessment system for the 
waterfall model. For demonstration we consider assessment of classification of normal forms in database 
domain in waterfall model. This approach can be extended to all types of waterfall model based classification 
problems. The classifier makes use of the decision tree and classifies the objects and produces results by 
classifying the objects to the corresponding class. The Fig.1 shows the waterfall Model for normal forms 
 The system architecture given in Fig.2 is proposed to evaluate the type of normal forms in database domain. 
The decision tree stores the properties of the type of the normal forms, ie., each node contains the condition/rule 
of each normal forms. The decision tree based classifier produces results by classifying the objects to the 
corresponding class.  
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 The user provides the table i.e., the entity set and also provides the primary key to the system. Our system 
extracts the super key, candidate key and functional dependencies from the student answer table based on the 
training data. These keys and functional dependencies are used by the classifier along with the decision tree to 
classify whether the corresponding answer written by the answer belongs to 1NF, 2NF, 3NF or BCNF.  
 

 
Fig. 1: Waterfall Model for normal forms. 
 
 The classification of the student answer (normal form) in the form of waterfall model. The classifier first 
with the extracted keys and functional dependencies tries to match to the rules in the decision tree. If the entity 
set is 2NF, the classifier tries to find for the rule to be matched in decision tree and if it matches with the rules of 
1NF, the classifier tries to find the match the rules of 2NF, if there is a match, it further finds for match with the 
rules of 3NF and if the rules of 3NF is not matched with the entity set, the classifier declares the result that the 
classification of normal form is 2NF. Hence the decision tree based assessment system works in the form of 
waterfall model by flowing like a waterfall.  
 
Rules for normal form classification: 
• 1NF : Table(x) ^ column (x,y) ^ atomic(y) → First Normal Form(x) 
• 2NF : Table(x) ^ First Normal Form(x) ^ column (x,col) ^ Prime_Attribute (x,prime_col) ^  Non Primer 
Attribute (x,nonprime_col) ^ Full Dependency (nonprime_col, prime_col) → Second Normal Form(x) [Every 
non-prime attribute should be fully dependent on prime attribute]  
• 3NF : Table(x) ^ Second Normal Form(x) ^ column(x,col) ^ FD(x,fd) ^  ~ Transitive Dependency (fd) → 
Third Normal Form(x) [No transitive dependencies should be derived] 
• BCNF : Table(x) ^ Third Normal Form(x) ^ FD (x,fd) ^ LHS (x,fd_lhs) ^ Super Key (fd_lhs) → BC 
Normal Form (x) [In an FD X → A, X should be a super key] 
 This approach classifies the type of normal form and the execution time and classification accuracy is 
significantly better in this approach. 
  

 
 
Fig. 2: System Architecture database/entity set normal form classification.  
 
Experimental Results: 
 The dataset taken in this approach is the type of normal forms. The experimental results on the 
classification accuracy based on different types of classification are given in the Table.1. The results show that 
the decision tree based classification gives 100% accuracy in classifying the answers with respect to waterfall 
model. The performance comparison of the classification accuracy is shown in Fig.3. 
 
Table 1: Classification Accuracy comparison. 

S.No Type of classification based on decision trees Classification Accuracy 
1 Classification of breast cancer (Fan, C,Y,et.al, 2009) 98.4% 
2 Classification of liver disorders (Fan, C,Y,et.al, 2009) 81.6% 
3 Classification of wetland (Hui Y,et.al, 2009) 83.80% 
4 Proposed classification of normal forms 100% 
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Fig. 3: Classification Accuracy comparison. 
 
Conclusion: 
 This approach uses the decision tree based approach to automate the evaluation of classification type answers 
based on the waterfall model. This strategy automates the evaluation of the classifying the type of normal forms the 
student has written. Therefore this classification accuracy is 100% when compared with the other type decision tree 
based classifications. This decision tree based approach can be extended other type waterfall model classification 
problems. 
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